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The Great Race
Point of Impact
When Net Force explorer Andy Moore helps to
program the virtual animals of the Cservanka
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Brothers Circus, he discovers a black market of hightech weapons software and hardware.

Net Force: Dark Web
Here comes a Clancy first: a new series of novels for
young adults starring a team of troubleshooting
teens--the Net Force Explorers--who know more about
cutting edge technology than their teachers!

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Private Lives
When the star of South Florida's spatball team is
threatened by a ruthless gang of major bettors who
stand to lose a fortune, Catie Murray and the Net
Force Explorers delve into the cyber world to protect
America's newest sports phenomenon. Original.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Virtual Vandals
From the #1 New York Times bestselling creators of
Op-Center comes a different kind of law enforcement.
In the year 2010, computers are the new
superpowers. Those who control them, control the
world. To enforce the Net Laws, Congress forms the
ultimate computer security agency within the FBI: the
Net Force.

Net Force: Eye of the Drone
When terrorists launch an attack on Army bases
throughout the U.S., Net Force must partner with
Army Intelligence and the National Guard to take
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down a cunning opponent who just might be one of
them. Original.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Night Moves
A computer game convention becomes a hunting
ground when the monsters from a new game
escape--and attack the Net Force Explorers in virtual
reality!

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Gameprey
When fellow student Roddy L'Officier sabotages Maj
Green's latest virtual simulation program, he is exiled
by the rest of the Net Force Explorers, but the brilliant
outcast has some other dangerous plans for them all.
Original.

Death Match
Chairman Juan Cabrillo and the rest of the
Corporation's mercenaries fight to stop a corrupt
activist group from unleashing a viral attack in this #1
New York Times-bestselling adventure from the
Oregon Files. Captained by the rakish, one-legged
Juan Cabrillo and manned by a crew of former military
and spy personnel, the Oregon is a private enterprise,
available for any government agency that can afford
it. They've just completed a top secret mission
against Iran in the Persian Gulf when they come
across a cruise ship adrift at sea. Hundreds of bodies
litter its deck, and, as Cabrillo tries to determine what
happened, explosions rack the length of the ship.
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Barely able to escape with his own life and that of the
liner’s sole survivor, Cabrillo finds himself plunged
into a mystery as intricate – and as perilous – as any
he has ever known and pitted against a cult with
monstrously lethal plans for the human race . . . plans
he may already be too late to stop

Plague Ship
An all-new novella in the New York Times bestselling
Net Force series, created by Tom Clancy and Steve
Pieczenik and written by Jerome Preisler. In Munich, a
renowned computer scientist dies. Then, his daughter
vanishes. Both under mysterious circumstances. Kali
Alcazar, a master hacker, wants to know why. As she
delves deeper into the suspicious events, she spots
something in the sky — a rare, advanced drone -- and
realizes she’s a target herself. A group of mercenary
assassins has been assembled with just one goal: to
stop Kali from exposing a dark, world-changing secret.
Stop her at any cost. They’re not the only ones who
are hunting Kali. CIA manhunter Mike Carmody and
his elite special ops team are hot on her trail. Their
task—bring her to Washington as an internationally
wanted cyber-criminal. But that simple mission
suddenly becomes a lot more dangerous than they
bargained for. In this thrilling novella, the lines blur
between hunter and hunted in a battle for tech
dominance whose explosive outcome ultimately may
be decide the future of international security.

Tom Clancy's Net Force
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NOW A NATIONAL BESTSELLER The return of the
cutting-edge thriller series Net Force, created by Tom
Clancy and Steve Pieczenik and written by Jerome
Preisler. The number one threat to our nation’s
security is in cyberspace. The new US president wants
to tackle the urgent problem head-on and launches a
top secret line of defense: Net Force. But before the
organization can be announced, the country is hit by
an unprecedented, two-pronged terror attack. Not yet
empowered by Congress nor embraced by a dubious
intelligence community, still untested, unproven and
officially unnamed, Net Force’s elite group of cyber
experts and field operatives must lead the fight
against the ongoing waves of hacks while tracking
down the mastermind. Their failure could mean global
catastrophe. Success may lead them to become the
highest-level security agency in the United States. A
story that seems ripped from tomorrow’s headlines,
Net Force: Dark Web relaunches one of the most
prescient thriller series at a time when cybersecurity
is more vital than ever.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Hidden Agendas
Andy Moore has always believed his father fought and
died heroically in the South African War, but new
evidence indicate he may have carried out a
massacre and Andy is determined to discover what is
going on. Original.

Duel Identity
From the #1 New York Times bestselling creators of
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Op-Centercomes a different kind of law enforcement.
In the year 2010, computers are the new
superpowers. Those who control them, control the
world. To enforce the Net Laws, Congress creates the
ultimate computer security agency within the FBI: the
Net Force®. It’s the rich man’s drug of choice—and
it’s being sold on the Internet for a thousand dollars
per capsule. A potent mixture of smart drugs,
psychedelics, angel dust, and steroids, it can turn a
fifty-year-old into a raging beast of aggression and
sexual desire. Now, it’s up to the Net Force to find the
source of this dangerous designer drug. Before
another rape. Before another murder. Before every
user self-destructs… A powerful examination of
America’s defense and intelligence systems of the
future, Tom Clancy’s Net Force® is the creation of
Tom Clancy and Steve Pieczenik.

Tom Clancy's EndWar
The ninth novel in Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times
bestselling Net Force series. When a top secret
Pentagon wargame is shut down, only Net Force has
the expertise to track down the hacker. The
Department of Defense decides to strike while the
iron is hot—and takes over Net Force. Focusing on the
Pentagon’s problem, Net Force operatives track the
attack to an officer in the People’s Liberation Army of
China. Based in Macao, General Wu would like to
destroy the entire internet if possible—and bring the
West to its knees. As battles rage in virtual reality,
Net Force sends a military strike team to Macao—to
take out the general in the real world
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One is the Loneliest Number
In the year 2000, computers are the new
superpowers. Those who control them control the
world. To enforce the Net Laws, Congress creates the
ultimate computer security agency within the FBI: the
Net Force. Reeling from a shattered personal life, Net
Force Commander Alex Michaels is informed that top
secret information from a joint Air Force--Navy
venture has been accessed and downloaded. The
research involves an atmospheric weapon with the
capability to drive half a country into madness using
low frequency wave generation. Now the technology
has fallen into the wrong hands--and testing has
begun

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Cold Case
Op-Center is the nation's heart of intelligence and
crisis management. Sometimes, it's the only place our
government can turn.

Gameprey
In the year 2010, computers are the new superpower.
Those who control them control the world. To enforce
the New Laws, Congress creates the ultimate
computer security agency with the FBI: the Net Force.
Instructions on how to make a bomba list of every
U.S. spy in the Euro-Asian theaterSomeone with
access to classified information is posting it on the
Internet-and it's costing lives. Net Force Commander
Alex Michaels is in the hot seat. Now, before a hostile
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Senate committee, he must justify the very existence
of the Net Force. Meanwhile, a virus is unleashed that
throws the federal financial systems into chaos. And
the Net Force operatives must hunt the wily hacker
through the twists and turns of cyberspace-down a
path that leads them dangerously close to home

End Game
Playing detective in a mystery simulation, Net Force
Explorer Matt Hunter investigates the high-profile
murder of a wealthy young socialite.

Net Force: Attack Protocol
When Samuel Walker Cox, the head of a major
multinational corporation and major figure in world
affairs, is exposed as a former Russian spy, he will
stop at nothing to protect his name, even if it means
going up against Net Force. Original.

Tom Clancy's Net Force 6 - 10
A computer security agency within the FBI, Net Force
tracks cyberterrorists through the lawless corners of
the internet—in the first five novels of the actionpacked series from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Tom Clancy. NET FORCE HIDDEN AGENDAS
NIGHT MOVES BREAKING POINT POINT OF IMPACT

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Changing of the
Guard
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When terror comes at the speed of a processor, Net
Force is there to fight back—in these five riveting
thrillers created by #1 New York Times bestselling
author Tom Clancy. CYBERNATION STATE OF WAR
CHANGING OF THE GUARD SPRINGBOARD THE
ACHIMEDES EFFECT

Net Force: Dark Web
Teen explorers investigate sabotage in a virtual space
race through the universe. Net Force.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Springboard
A behind-the-scenes look at the elite branch of the
military, made up of both Army and Air Force
personnel, covers its people, technology, and mission

High Wire
The return of the cutting-edge thriller series NET
FORCE, created by Tom Clancy and Steve Pieczenik.
The number-one threat to our nation's security is in
cyberspace. The new U.S. president wants to tackle
the urgent problem head-on and launches a topsecret line of defense: Net Force. But before the
organisation can be announced, the country is hit by
an unprecedented, two-pronged terror attack. Not yet
empowered by Congress nor embraced by a dubious
intelligence community, still untested, unproven, and
officially unnamed, Net Force's elite group of cyberexperts and field operatives must lead the fight
against the ongoing waves of hacks while tracking
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down the mastermind. Their failure could mean global
catastrophe. Success may lead them to become the
highest-level security agency in the United States. A
thriller that seems ripped-from-tomorrow's headlines,
NET FORCE: DARK WEB relaunches one of the most
prescient series at a time when cybersecurity is more
vital than ever.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Cybernation
A new phenomenon begins. Created by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Tom Clancy Based on the
bestselling video game, this new series will take
readers onto the battlefields of World War III with the
technical savvy and explosive action that Clancy fans
have come to expect.

Changing of the Guard
Here comes a Clancy first: a new series of novels for
young adults starring a team of troubleshooting
teens--the Net Force Explorers--who know more about
cutting edge technology than their teachers!

Tom Clancy's Net Force Novels 1-5
The cutting-edge Net Force thriller series, created by
Tom Clancy and Steve Pieczenik and written by
Jerome Preisler, reveals the invisible battlefield where
the war for global dominance is fought. The
president’s new cybersecurity team, Net Force, is up
and running. But a political deadlock in Washington
makes the young agency dangerously vulnerable to
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the criminals, terror groups and hostile governments
who would use the digital space to advance their
destructive goals. In Central Europe, an unknown
enemy mounts a crippling high-tech assault against
the organization’s military threat-response unit on its
home base. The strike casts suspicion on a core
member of Net Force, threatening to destroy the
cyber defense group from within. But as they race to
track down their attackers, the stakes are suddenly
ratcheted higher. For a global syndicate of black hat
hackers and a newly belligerent Russia are hatching a
mysterious, shadowy scheme for world domination
from a place known only as the Secret City. Their
attack protocol: leave Net Force in ashes while
Moscow and its Dark Web allies set the stage for a
devastating strike against the United States. Unless
the men and women of Net Force can regroup in time
to stop them.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: State of War
The Net Force team is threatened when monsters
from a computer game escape into virtual reality.
Original.

Deathworld
From the #1 New York Times bestselling creators of
Op-Center comes a different kind of law enforcement.
In the year 2010, computers are the new
superpowers. Those who control them control the
world. To enforce the Net Laws, Congress creates the
ultimate computer security agency within the FBI: the
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Net Force. A Union Jack appearing on computer
screens all over the world is just a harbinger of the
danger to come. As cyberspace is thrown into chaos,
several computer experts suffer strokes while hunting
the deadly hacker in virtual reality. One of them is the
Net Force’s own Jay Gridley. And now the Net Force
operatives must track down a man capable of
cracking every computer code in the world—and
pitting nation against nation

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Point of Impact
The assassination of the director of Net Force hurtles
Deputy Director Alex Michaels into the perilous world
of international intrigue as he confronts a deadly gang
of cyber-terrorists who are sabotaging mainframe
computers across the country, leaving chaos and
death in their wake. Original. TV tie-in.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: The Deadliest
Game
The assassination of the director of Net Force hurtles
Deputy Director Alex Michaels into the perilous world
of international intrigue as he confronts a deadly gang
of cyber-terrorists who are sabotaging mainframe
computers across the country, leaving chaos and
death in their wake. Original. TV tie-in.

Tom Clancy's Net Force
The Net Force races to find the source of a dangerous
designer drug--a potent and illegal mixture of
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pharmaceuticals, psychedelics, and steroids that
transforms its users into murderous rapists--sold over
the Internet to wealthy clients.

Op-Center 01
From the #1 New York Times bestselling creators of
Op-Center comes a different kind of law enforcement.
In the year 2010, computers are the new
superpowers. Those who control them control the
world. To enforce the Net Laws, Congress creates the
ultimate computer security agency within the FBI: Net
Force®. Minor viruses are eating away at the Net
Force computers. The e-mail shut-downs and
flickering monitors are hardly emergencies—but
they’ve been keeping the tech department hopping.
Same with the sudden rash of time-consuming
lawsuits. No one in Net Force has a moment to spare,
which is exactly the way Mitchell Townsend Ames
wants it. Because when the shadowy mastermind
launches his master plan, he wants Net Force to be
looking the other way…

Runaways
The eighth novel in Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times
bestselling Net Force series. Though the head of a
major multinational corporation—and a key player in
world affairs—Samuel Walker Cox has a past that few
people know about. But that group is about to get
bigger. A computer disk has fallen into the hands of
the Net Force, outing the powerful American
businessman as a former Russian spy. Cox is willing
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to see the world in ruins to protect his name. Lucky
for the United States that Net Force is on the job—and
is about to prove that no man is above the law.

Airborne
When Charlie Davis' friend Nick Melchior begins
hanging out at a punk-rock Internet Web site to defy
his overbearing parents, Charlie becomes worried
when he learns that several suicides have been
blamed on the site.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: The Archimedes
Effect
When Megan O'Malley accepts an invitation from a
friend in her fencing group to visit his pre-World War I
"virtual nation," she is quickly engulfed in the game,
which will end with her friend discarding his body at
the end to rule supreme in this compelling
cyberworld. Original.

Shadow of Honor
In the year 2010, computers are the new
superpowers. Those who control them control the
world. To enforce the Net Laws, Congress creates the
ultimate computer security agency within the FBP the
Net Force. When web service is disrupted across the
world, a new nation makes its presence known.
Terrorists from a virtual country called CyberNation
have taken the web hostage. Their demands:
worldwide recognition and rights for their "citizens."
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Though there are millions of CyberNation
sympathizers, Net Force rallies its troops for an all-out
war on three fronts -- politically, physically, and
electronically -- because dealing with terrorists is
never an option

The Archimedes Effect
The tenth novel in the Net Force series, Tom Clancy's
#1 New York Times bestselling phenomenon.
Bypassing all safeguards, terrorists enter Fort
Stephens, the newest high-tech Army base, and
detonate a truck full of powerful explosives. Within
hours, other bases are hit. Under attack, the Army
calls in Net Force to help. Teaming up with Army
intelligence and the National Guard, Net Force’s own
crack troops struggle to track down who is behind the
deadly attacks. But they are countered at every move
by a cunning opponent who thinks just like one of
their own.

Net Force
Net Force Explorer Megan O'Malley discovers her old
teammate Burt at a runaway shelter, and learns that
he is earning money by working for a mysterious
courier service that sends out a lot of runaways, but
does not bring many back.

Tom Clancy's Net Force: Breaking Point
The techno-teens of the Net Force Explorers are just
as smart as their adult counterparts when it comes to
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21st century crimes and misdemeanors. Now, the
Explorers must delve into cyberspace--and the secrets
of the past--to prove their commander innocent of
murder.
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